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MSU Swimmer Nearly Drowns

by Kevin Hancock

A member of the MSU men's swimming team was involved in a near-fatal incident while practicing in the Panzer Gymnasium pool on Tuesday, October 29, according to Patrolman Rivera of campus police.

The student, sophomore Sven Peltonen, was finishing up at the end of a team practice when the incident occurred. In an attempt to see how many laps he could do in the Olympic-sized pool without coming up for air, the student passed out underneath the water and dropped to the bottom of the deep end of the pool. Teammates watching dove in to rescue the student when it became obvious that he was in trouble.

When brought to the surface, Peltonen was unconscious and not breathing after being submerged for approximately 20 seconds. Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and first-aid treatment was immediately administered by teamates and the team's coach, Brian McLaughlin. Peltonen then regained consciousness and began breathing normally.

Campus police were called to the scene at 8:14 a.m., the time of the incident. The first officer to arrive was Patrolman Rivera. "When I arrived, he was turning blue and was in the fetal position," said Rivera, who administered oxygen to Peltonen. "He was also showing some signs of shock." Peltonen was then brought to Mountainside Hospital for treatment by a Montclair ambulance company, and was released later that day.

Patrolman Rivera credited Coach McLaughlin for his administration of CPR. "The hero of this incident was definitely the coach," said Rivera. "We were extraordinarily lucky that there was a good outcome to this," said McLaughlin. "The three team members involved in getting help and removing him from the pool, Brian Hoffman, Brian Frazer and Kevin Quinones, did a tremendous job."

Peltonen, who is now said to be doing fine and showing no ill effects from the incident, could not be reached for comment.

MSU Education Is Still a Bargain

by Jessica Leon

Higher education at MSU is still "the bargain of a lifetime," according to campus police.

Higher education at MSU is still "the bargain of a lifetime," according to the Chronicle of Higher Education.

The publication states that MSU has the lowest tuition and fee rate of state colleges in our sector.

The University increased tuition for the 1996-97 academic year by 8.9 percent, or $86 per credit for in-state students. This year's increase is the highest in three years, after a 5 percent increase in 1994-95 and a 3.5 percent increase in 1995-96.

Harry Schuelke, the executive director of the budget at MSU, explained the increase as a necessity in the face of decreasing funding by the state, which produced a $109 million dollar gap for the fiscal year 1996-97. Instruction will consume over 36 percent of the projected expenditures, according to Schuelke.

In an article by the Star Ledger published on October 13, MSU President Irvin Reid said that Americans greatly over-estimate the cost of higher education at public institutions. One thousand people surveyed estimated tuition costs at $10,399, but in reality the national average is $2,987.

"I think that MSU is a decent school, but I can't afford another increase," said Jody Visco, a senior majoring in Nutrition.

Another senior student, Melissa McElroy had a different perspective. "I think it just awful! The facilities on campus are disgusting, and my teachers don't teach me. They leave it up to my peers to educate me in study groups. I often feel unprepared for exams, and I believe that an increase is unjustified," she said.

Suspects Sought in Quad Stabbings

by Genie Feran

Two men are being sought in the stabbings of two MSU students on October 18, said Lt. Paul Cell of the University's campus police yesterday.

The composite sketches of the suspects were posted throughout the campus in the hope that someone will identify them.

"We have a couple of strong leads, but we still need help from the community," Cell said yesterday.

Cell urges anyone who witnessed the stabbings to call the Investigations Unit at 655-5123. "All calls will be kept strictly confidential," he said.

Andre Fryson and Brad Griffith were stabbed in the Quad area between Blanton and Bohn Halls in the aftermath of a party sponsored by Lamda Tau Omega and co-sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma. No weapons were recovered.

The composite sketches of the suspects in the ongoing investigation.

SGA bookkeeper dismissed

by Tom Troy

SGA bookkeeper Nicole Colucci was dismissed on November 11 by SGA President Amy Fisher for unprofessional behavior and physical confrontation with a member of the student body, according to Fisher.

There were two alleged confrontations with students by Colucci, the second with student Khadejah McFadden. It was after this physical confrontation in the Student Center hallway that led Fisher to relieve Colucci of her duties.

"There were two confrontations, I was there for the second and I based my decision on that," said Fisher. "We're trying to build a stronger organization, and her actions were uncalled for," she said.

Colucci's dismissal leaves the SGA without a treasurer or a bookkeeper. Former Treasurer Barry Bernstein resigned on November 1, leaving the position vacant until elections are held at the end of the month. As for a replacement for Colucci, "Negotiations are ongoing as we look for another bookkeeper," Fisher said.

She would not comment on how much time would be allotted for the search process, or how many people will be interviewed McFadden declined to comment on the situation, and Colucci did not return phone calls placed by the Montclairian.
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Mid-Air Disaster Over India Kills 351
A Saudi jumbo jet climbing from New Delhi’s airport collided with a Kansai plane coming in for landing Tuesday, creating twin fireballs that turned the sky bright red and scattered the bodies of up to 351 people over farmland below. The mid-air collision is considered the worst in history, and the third-deadliest in aviation history. The flight data recorder was recovered yesterday by search teams.

South Africa Relaxes Abortion Law
South Africa’s rigid abortion law has been replaced by a liberal policy. The Choice on Termination of Pregnancy Bill, which was passed 49 to 21 in the Senate, entitles women to a state-funded abortion during the first 12 weeks of pregnancy. Health Minister Nkosazana Zuma noted that the bill may take several months to go into effect. The existing law, supported by white separatists, allows for abortion only in the cases of rape, incest or danger to the mother’s health.

Muslim Houses Destroyed in Defiance
Some 96 Muslim families had their homes blown up by Bosnian Serbs during an attempt to return home. The Bosnian Serbs went against a direct order to allow refugees to enter the Serb-controlled area. The refugees had applied for permission to return home over two months ago starting the path of destruction by the Serbs. The homes of 191 refugees have been destroyed in the last two months in acts of total defiance against court orders. Refugees have been consistently deterred by Serbian officials or civilian groups organized by the officials.

Guatemalan Government Ready to Sign Peace Agreement
The war-torn country of Guatemala is poised to sign a peace accord with their opposing rebels. President Alvaro Arzu announced the plans that will end 36 years of guerrilla warfare in the country. Talks resumed only last weekend after leaders came to a halt following the arrest of rebel commander Rafael Valdivia for kidnapping. The commander was quickly released in exchange for the release of his hostage. The peace accord is scheduled to be signed on December 29.

Quebec Official Resigns Over Swastika Symbol
Lieutenant-Governor Jean-Louis Roux of Quebec has resigned after admitting to war protests during his college years. The 74-year-old Roux admitted to wearing a swastika on his lab coat while attending the University of Montreal. At the time, the pre-med student took part in demonstrating against the war in 1942 but denied taking part in any violent protests. Roux submitted his resignation to Prime Minister Jean Chrétien, who did not pressure the representative to step down. Members of the Canadian public criticized and demanded the resignation of the official representative of Canada’s head of state Queen Elizabeth.

BLACK LEADER URGES TEXASOBOYCOTT

The Rev. Jesse Jackson called for an immediate boycott of Texaco gasoline and its other products to persuade the giant corporation to settle a race-discrimination lawsuit and implement an equal-opportunity plan. The lawsuit, filed on behalf of about 1,400 employees, won national attention last week when transcripts of a recorded conversation among Texaco executives revealed their use of racial slurs against minority employees.

ARMY SEX SCANDAL

An officer and a drill sergeant have been charged with raping a female private in a Maryland Army base. The Pentagon reported over two dozen female cadets coming forward to accuse higher-ups of rape. Capt. Derrick Robertson is charged with rape, obstruction of justice, adultery, and inappropriate conduct and has been removed from contact with trainees. Staff Sergeant Delmar Simpson, charged with rape, sodomy, adultery and obstruction of justice has also been removed. The Pentagon has begun an investigation consisting of interviews with other females in the Aberdeen Center. About 20 percent of the 2,000 trainees in the center are female.

WHITETWATER CONVICT WON'T BE ON TV

A federal court judge has ordered the recovery of a taped interview with a major figure in the Whitewater scandal case. Judge Sanson’ Webber Wright ruled that ABC News must surrender a taped, un-aird interview with Susan H. McDougal. The interview appeared on the September 4 edition of “Prime Time Live” well after McDougal’s fraud conviction in May. The court rejected all arguments from ABC against the subpoena. ABC has ten days to surrender the tape and a full written transcript of the interview. McDougal faces up to two years in prison.

LIQUOR INDUSTRY LISTS ITS TV AND RADIO BAN

The American liquor industry has ended its voluntary ban on television and radio advertising. The decision was made by the Distilled Spirits Council of the U.S., after Seagram’s crossed the line with scattered ads. Opponents pleaded that the ban be enforced by law, but President Clinton who has urged Seagram’s to reconsider their plans. Major television networks show no intentions of changing the policy which may drive companies to use cable channels and other small advertising media.

JENNY JONES’ GUEST GUilty OF SECOND-DEGREE MURDER

A one-time Jenny Jones guest was convicted last Tuesday of second-degree murder for fatally shooting a gay admirer who revealed his crush during a taping of the TV talk show. Johnathan Schmitz, 26 fatally shot Scott Ademure in March 1995 three days after the show was taped. Second-degree murder carries a sentence of eight years to life. Sentencing is Dec. 4.
by Liz Voltman
MSU's Annual Fund Foundation's phonathon raised $20,656 in donations, increasing last semester's contributions by 40 percent, as well as increasing its parent donors by more than 50 percent from last semester, according to Deborah Winger, annual giving coordinator.

The phonathon exceeded its goal of $20,000 by the fourth night, and was held over a two-week period, from October 28-30 and November 4-7.

"It was nice to be a part of this worthy cause. Talking with parents who are appreciative of the job we were doing and meeting scholarship recipients who have directly benefited from our efforts makes me feel a sense of accomplishment and pride for the University," said Shannon Billera, an MSU freshman who was a student worker during several nights of phonathon.

Each night, approximately twenty student workers gathered at the Continuing Education House to call parents in order to raise these essential funds for MSU. Along with scholarships, these funds are devoted to the University's greatest needs, such as funding for faculty/student research, equipment, and programming that wouldn't otherwise be possible.

"With the limitations in state support, fund raising has become vitally important to the University."

- Dr. Gregory Waters

Annual Fund augments what we receive from tuition and state sources and helps us maintain the margin of excellence that distinguishes MSU's programs now, and ensures they will remain distinguished in the future," said Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Deputy Provost Dr. Gregory Waters.

Questions? Comments? Concerns? Call the Montclarion Tip Line at 655-5169!

SGA Fails to Mail Absentee Ballots for Students

by Amanda Konech

Montclair State University students who filled out an absentee ballot for the 1996 Presidential election found that their votes were not counted because their ballots were not mailed out in time to be valid.

A student, who wished to remain anonymous for fear of reprisal, said that the SGA office mailed the ballots on the day they were due instead of having mailed them in time to arrive on the deadline, which was not disclosed. "It was a huge inconvenience to me," said the student. "I had to find a way to get home to vote. I trusted the SGA to get the ballot in, but they didn't care."

The SGA provided students, who were not able to get home to vote, the opportunity to vote by an absentee ballot. However, the SGA mailed them out on the deadline date instead of mailing them ahead of time, causing an undisclosed amount of ballots to be left out of the election results. "When I handed in my ballot," said the anonymous source, "I saw a significant number of other ballots that didn't get sent in either."

The SGA, however, does not deny that they made a mistake in the mailing of the ballots. "It was no one's fault, it was just a common error," said SGA Administrative Secretary Evelyn Waters. "Many of the students who took advantage of this option are upset, but there really is no one to blame."

Phone calls to SGA President Julio Mareno and Vice-President Amy Fisher were not returned.
Opening of Russ Hall Delayed

by Jean-Marie Navetta

Despite plans to open Russ Hall, MSU's newest residence hall at the start of the Spring semester, "unforeseen delays" in construction will postpone the opening, according to Margaree Coleman-Carter, the director of MSU's Residence Life.

"We learned recently that there were unforeseen construction delays that occurred, which means that the completion date [for Russ Hall] will probably run into mid-February," said Coleman-Carter in an interview yesterday.

When questioned as to the specific reason for the postponement, Coleman-Carter defended the contractor who is working on the project, Controlled Construction Company. "Not all of the reasons for the delay are the construction company's fault," she said. "There were code reviews done, and things that were not caught in the initial drawings were caught later...correcting these problems pushes the opening date to a later time."

Interest meetings had been held by Residence Life earlier this month for current residents who had expressed intentions of possibly moving to the new building before the announcement of the delay. Coleman-Carter said that while these students were given information on the building, "we had made no commitment to them. There was a good response when we had the initial sign-up for the building — probably about 50 people — but we had not proceeded with the selection process. The residents who had signed-up for Russ will still have the spaces that they are currently in for next semester."

Interviews for Resident Assistant positions in the building have already been held. Coleman-Carter explained that the people who applied for those positions will be considered for any employment openings that might be available in the spring or for positions in Fall 1997.

"We encourage all students not to get discouraged by this announcement," Coleman-Carter said. "We're excited about this building and we hope that all the people who have shown interest in moving to Russ will reapply for it in the future."

College Scholarships for Community Service Catching On at Top Universities

by American News Service

In recent years, some of the nation's top colleges and universities have begun offering scholarships to reward and encourage students' service activities in the community.

At Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, community service scholarships are worth half the price of $19,600 tuition. They are granted each year to two entering freshman and two currently enrolled students who have outstanding records of community service.

The scholars are required to continue their community service work at Vanderbilt and in the wider Nashville community, while helping to drum up support among students for volunteer activities.

The older student recipients service as mentors to the younger ones, as part of what they consider a close-knit and supportive "community of scholars."

In addition, 22 schools in 11 states in the Southeast and Midwest offer four-year Bonner Scholarships, started in 1990 by the Bonner Foundation in Princeton, N.J. A goal of the assistance is to allow needy students to focus on community service while in college, in time they would otherwise be forced to spend earning money through work-study. There are now about 1,600 Bonner scholars, each receiving $1,870 during the school years and $1,400 over the summer.

The approach is catching on elsewhere. Brown University in Providence, R.I., St. Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y., and Colby-Sawyer in New London, N.H., are among other schools that offer community service scholarships.

ATTENTION ALL WRITERS:

There will be NO meeting this Tuesday, due to the annual collegiate press conference!
Arrests/Assaults
11/1 - MSU student and resident Keith Graham, 19, from Asbury Park, was arrested for aggravated assault and unlawful possession of a weapon after he approached a Blanton Hall resident and threatened to kill him. Graham was identified through a photo lineup at headquarters, and arrested. He was arraigned on Tuesday in Little Falls.
11/4 - MSU student Brian McNair, 24, from Camden, was arrested for simple assault in the student center cafeteria after he punched Robert MacGregor, the cafeteria manager, over an alleged theft of a couple of tacos from the cafeteria. McNair filed a counter-charge of assault against MacGregor.
11/7 - MSU student Brian McNair, 24, was arrested by campus police on a warrant issued from the Camden sheriff's office for non-payment of child support.
11/8 - MSU student Rodney Spencer, 22, from East Orange, was arrested in Blanton Hall on a warrant issued from Little Falls for failure to appear in court for a previous assault charge. The charge against Spencer was dropped on 11/12 due to lack of prosecution.

Theft
11/4 - A Roland electric piano was stolen from Life Hall, worth approximately $1,500. The theft is under investigation, but no suspects have been identified.
11/11 - A sidemirror was stolen from a 1995 Pontiac in West Quarry Way.
11/11 - A female student discovered her wallet was missing when she reached into her bag to retrieve it in the library. The cash value of the wallet was $200, in addition to credit cards and $35 cash.
11/5 - Windshield wipers and wiper arms worth approximately $60 were stolen from a 1986 Mercury in Lot 30.
11/6 - A cassette recorder worth approximately $25 was removed from Finley Hall, room 111, by unknown persons.

Threats
11/4 - A male threatened to slash a female's tires over a parking lot space in Lot 22.

Threatening Call
11/4 - A female Blanton Hall resident received a call from an unknown male who threatened to rape her. The incident is under investigation.

Arrests/Assaults
11/4 - A female threatened to slash a female's tires over a parking lot space in Lot 22.

Openings Ceremony
11/4 - A female Blanton Hall resident received a call from an unknown male who threatened to rape her. The incident is under investigation.

1996 Emergency SGA Elections
Saturday, Nov. 23: 8:00 am - 2:00 pm Bldg. B
Monday, Nov. 25: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm SC
Wednesday, Nov. 27: 8:00 am - 12:00 pm Bldg. B

All petitions for the Office of Treasurer and Justice must be in the SGA Office Fri., Nov. 15 by 12 noon.

LSAT · GMAT · GRE · MCAT
Call today for info about local classes:
800/2-REVIEW
Or Email us: info.nj@review.com

The Princeton Review
BC Football Team investigated for betting on games, possible point-shaving

by Marco Buscaglia, College Press Service

BOSTON—While plenty of students bet on college football games, it’s a different story when the players are gambling on the gridiron.

Earlier this month, the Boston College football team came under fire from the NCAA after several players on the team allegedly bet on college football games.

Boston College announced Nov. 6 that 13 members of the football team have been suspended due to gambling. More troubling for the college, however, was the disclosure that two students had bet against BC during a 45-17 loss to Syracuse on Oct. 26.

However, Middlesex County District Attorney Thomas Reilly said the students in question were not involved in the outcome of the game—only one played, entering the game for just one play.

BC athletic director Chet Gladchuk says both the school and NCAA are taking the matter very seriously. “This is something we can’t take lightly,” Gladchuk said.

“There is a level of conduct we expect from all of our students, and this would be unacceptable,”

College officials did release a list of the 13 athletes who they said had gambled, but refused to specify which two players faced the more serious charge of betting on games in which they played. The players on the list included at least two players from the starting lineup.

All 13 suspended players were ordered to sit out the Nov. 9 game against Notre Dame.

Although Henning said he will evaluate each player on an individual basis, he said he has no intentions of welcoming back those players who bet on the BC game.

“I will not, and the team will not, accept back to the program anybody that has bet against Boston College,” Henning said at a press conference on Nov. 5. “We want every player on our team this weekend to be those that are interested in winning the football game.”

NCAA rules strictly forbid players to participate in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics.

Besides the two players who bet on the Syracuse game, the other suspended players had bet on college and professional football games and on professional baseball games, according to Reilly. Bets ranged between $25 to $50, but some athletes wagered hundreds of dollars, he said.

Betting on one’s own games is taken very seriously, said Kendall Livingston, a member of the NCAA’s rules committee.

“That is something that is key to the integrity of the game,” he said. “The damage is unthinkable.”

And the consequences can be serious. Last season, Maryland quarterback Scott Milanovich was suspended by the NCAA for four games for gambling on college basketball.

Bill Keefe, a lawyer for four of the BC players, said his clients are being unfairly blamed for something they didn’t do.

“There is absolutely no evidence there players bet on BC games,” Keefe said. Although Keefe would not say whether or not his clients bet on other college games, attorney John McBride, who is also representing the players, said if they did, it was on a small scale.

“We’re talking about things like office basketball pools here,” McBride said. “That’s hardly the stuff of scandal.”

Gladchuk said the university is cooperating with the Middlesex County District Attorney’s office, who is looking into the point-shaving allegations.

Ross Elersworth, a former assistant coach at several Division 1 schools, says point shaving in football would be difficult but not impossible.

“It depends how far-reaching the involvement is,” he said. “If a receiver wants to, he can drop every ball that comes his way. But what can a lineman do? How much can a linebacker do? You almost need to have a cross-section of positions involved to do something like this.”

While the players are being investigated, Henning must still get the remaining team members ready to play football. The nationally televised game against Notre Dame was taken off the betting boards in Las Vegas because of the rumors of players rigging games. Before the investigation began, Notre Dame was favored by 22 points.

For some BC students, the allegations come as a shock.

“This isn’t the kind of thing you expect at a school like this,” said Justin Shaghalian, a freshman. “It just doesn’t seem possible.”

This isn’t the first time Boston College has been part of a point-shaving scandal.

In 1978, Rick Kuhn, a forward on the school’s basketball team, admitted to fixing six games. He was later sentenced to 10 years in prison for his role in the gambling fix.

ATTENTION CAMPUS COMMUNITY...

The Staff of the Montclarion will be attending the National College Newspaper Convention next week in Florida. Therefore, there will be no issue on November 21. But wait, fear not Montclarianites..... as a special treat, there will be a Thanksgiving Issue of the Montclarion which will be published on Wednesday, November 27. Again, we apologize for any inconvenience this change in scheduling may cause. See Ya!
**PACKED WITH OVER $15,000,000 OF SKI CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT!**

**ALL AT SAVINGS UP TO 80% OFF REGULAR PRICES!**

**UNIVERSAL SKI PACKAGE**
- BUY ANY PAIR OF SKIS AT THE LOW SALE PRICE...
- TAKE $10 OFF ANY PAIR OF BINDINGS AND GET...
- FREE SKI POLES...
- FREE LIFETIME TUNE-UPS...
- FREE UNRESTRICTED LIFT TICKET TO VERNON VALLEY GREAT GORGE...

**IN-LINE SKATES!**
- FEATURES EXHIBITS BY:
  - TELLURIDE • THE BIG TWO • SUNDAY RIVER • CAMELBACK • BELLEAYRE • ELK MOUNTAIN
  - HUNTER MOUNTAIN • SKI TIME TOURS • SKI CANADA • SHAWNEE • SKI CARD INTERNATIONAL

**SKI EQUIPMENT!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPER SPECIALS</th>
<th>REG.</th>
<th>NOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROFFEL 96 BANSHEE BOOTS</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROYAL Crag Skis</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASTLE TCX 06 SKIS</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAICHLE RC 99 BOOTS</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKER M27X BINDINGS</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ski Clothing & Accessories!**

| ROFFEL Men's Wyoming Parka | $199.95 |
| ASSORTED WOOL BLEND STRETCH PANTS BY | $129.95 |
| HEAD SWEATERS | $59.95 |
| GORDINI WHITE GORETEX GLOVES | $199.95 |
| UVEX FUTURA TRI FLEX RACING GOGGLES | $129.95 |

**BUY ANY PAIR OF SKIS AT THE LOW SALE PRICE...**
- TAKE $10 OFF ANY PAIR OF BINDINGS AND GET...
- FREE SKI POLES...
- FREE LIFETIME TUNE-UPS...
- FREE UNRESTRICTED LIFT TICKET TO VERNON VALLEY GREAT GORGE...

**WIN A FREE COLORADO SKI VACATION AT OLYMPIC SKI TOURS SHOW SPECIALS!**

WHEREVER THERE'S SNOW, WE GO!

- NORTHWEST AIRLINES
- WIN TRIPS TO VAIL COLORADO

**ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!**

**WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES... OR YOUR MONEY BACK!**

**FREE PARKING BEFORE 5PM GIANTS STADIUM AT THE MEADOWLANDS**

**FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 1-800-ALL-SKIS**

**WIN A COLORADO SKI VACATION AT OLYMPIC SKI TOURS SHOW SPECIALS!**

WHEREVER THERE'S SNOW, WE GO!

**NORTHWEST AIRLINES**

**WIN TRIPS TO VAIL COLORADO**

- AIR + LIFT TICKETS
- NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
- DETAILS ON ENTRY BLANK

**ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!**

**WHEREEVER THERE'S SNOW, WE GO!**

**WIN A COLORADO SKI VACATION AT OLYMPIC SKI TOURS SHOW SPECIALS!**

**WHEREVER THERE'S SNOW, WE GO!**

**WIN TRIPS TO VAIL COLORADO**

- AIR + LIFT TICKETS
- NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
- DETAILS ON ENTRY BLANK

**ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!**
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt to come to MSU

by Suzanne Feigle

On November 23-26, MSU will be hosting 37 panels of the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt. The display, which is entitled "Handmade and Heartfelt," will be presented by the Office of Student Activities and is sponsored by many local groups.

Planning for this event has been ongoing for a year, building a bridge between MSU and the Montclair community. Aside from the standard donations, many local groups have given their time and effort to make the Quilt's arrival a reality.

The "L" Club, a group of senior citizens sponsored by the township Parks and Recreation Department, and which meets at the Montclair Red Cross Chapter House, donated a handmade quilt to be raffled.

Students at Mt. Hebron and Glenfield Middle Schools are volunteering their time after school and are working to make a Quilt panel that will be presented along with the Quilt display.

Students from the AIDS Awareness Club which is co-sponsored by the Montclair Red Cross and Montclair High School have been selling raffle tickets at community events and making red ribbons. They will also help provide educational programs to students who will be visiting the Quilt on field trips November 25 and 26.

Many have given sizable donations to the project also. The Student Government Association donated $1,000, President's Office-$500, The Vice President of Student Development and Campus Life-$500, The Dean of Students Office-$500, Residence Life-$500, The Division of Business and Finance-$500, and Hoffmann-Lo Roche Incorporated-$2,000.

The Office of Student Activities was not allowed to contact corporations asking for donations and was pleasantly surprised when Hoffmann-La Roche contacted them offering support.

"Heartfelt and Homemade" is intended to unite students and the community in an effort to prevent and relieve the pain of the AIDS epidemic. Actress Olympia Dukakis, a Montclair resident, will be the Honorary Chairperson, along with MSU President Dr. Irvin D. Reid. MSU is proud and honored to be the only university in New Jersey that will present the NAMES Quilt this year.

According to event organizers, the display will promote AIDS awareness and HIV education and prevention. It will also encourage visitors to understand the urgency of the pandemic and motivate them to seek ways to volunteer. It also works to open a dialogue among students, help reduce risky behavior, and provides a positive means of expression for those grieving the death of a loved one to AIDS.

The AIDS Memorial Quilt is seen by more than two million people in almost 2,000 different locations each year and shows how AIDS has touched every community in America.

AIDS is now the leading cause of death among American men aged 25 to 44, and the third leading cause of death among women in that age group. College campuses are now promoting AIDS education and prevention because unsafe sex is very common among students.

The Quilt display at MSU is being dedicated to Dr. Thomas Veenendaal, a faculty member at MSU and a member of the Quilt committee who died of AIDS in October.

If anyone would like to get involved or receive more information, contact the Office of Student Activities.

Healthy Living

by Rob Kenney

From the beginning of recorded history, and most likely before, the word herb has been synonymous with medicine. Say the word history. It may have occurred to you that you are saying two words, His-Story. Learning stories of ancient civilizations can help us, not only in the classroom, but, with our immune system. Of all the prescription drugs made today, 25 percent are still derived from trees, shrubs or herbs. The word drug itself comes from the bloodstream, there effects are usually

most common anecdotal reports about the use of echinacea are from people who begin taking the extract at the first sign of a cold. Often to their surprise, they find the cold has disappeared, usually within 24 hours, and sometimes after taking the extract only once.

A test to examine the effects of echinacea on the immune system is called the "carbon clearance" test. This test measures the speed with which injected carbon particles are removed from the bloodstream of a mouse. The quicker the mouse can remove the injected foreign particles, the more its immune system has been stimulated. In this test also, echinacea extracts excel, conforming the theory that this remarkable plant increases the activity of immune system cells so they can more quickly eliminate invading organisms and foreign particles.

Echinacea has one added benefit that no antibiotic or vaccine can mention. After hundreds of years of use, no toxicity or side-effects have been reported except rare allergic reactions in sensitive individuals.

Today it seems as though many doctors are prescribing antibiotics for everything, sometimes without even knowing for sure what type of virus or bacterial infection they are dealing with. This overuse of antibiotics has come into the news media of late because of the possible link with antibiotic overdose and the new so called "supergerms" that have been sprouting up around the globe. Soon a form of bacteria will become immune to all known antibiotics, which has already been seen. But if this bacterial infection turns out to be highly contagious and airborne, we, as a planet could be in a great deal of danger.

Boosting the bodies own immune system, which has evolved over the countless years as one of the most efficient viral and bacterial killing machinery, seems to be our only hope to preventing a real life Outbreak.
Ask the Doctor....

helpful information from Health Services

"Who's Staffing the Center for Health Services?"

Does this sound familiar? Your roommate feels like he/she has the flu. You suggest he/she visit the Health Center. He replies, "I'm not going down there. The doctors aren't real, they are just residents." Guess what? The Doctors are real and they want to help. Really!

The physicians who staff the Health Center are from Mountainside Family Practice. MFP is a teaching environment in which recently licensed physicians—residents—are trained and supervised in the art and science of Family Practice medicine. The residents who come to MSU have completed four years of college, four years of medical school and are in their third year of Family Practice residency. They are licensed Doctors who have chosen to specialize in the area of "Family Practice". Each day for two hours a resident and a supervising teaching physician from MFP are available.

New EMS group works to help campus

by I.J.Hynes

A group of concerned students have joined in an effort to begin providing Emergency Medical Services to the campus community. Approximately 20 students gathered on Monday night to begin work on the project to form the Montclair State University Emergency Medical Service. The group's membership of 40 MSU students consists of people with experience ranging from a medic in US Military services to local EMS volunteers. There are also many students involved who are looking to break into the field with no training or experience.

Currently, all emergencies on the campus are handled by the Campus Safety and Security Department. If there is a need for an ambulance, local volunteers from the surrounding towns respond if they are available. With diminishing resources, and the difficulty of finding daytime volunteers, the local towns perform admirably. The physicians who staff the Health Center are from Mountainside Family Practice. MFP is a teaching environment in which recently licensed physicians—residents—are trained and supervised in the art and science of Family Practice medicine. The residents who come to MSU have completed four years of college, four years of medical school and are in their third year of Family Practice residency. They are licensed Doctors who have chosen to specialize in the area of "Family Practice". Each day for two hours a resident and a supervising teaching physician from MFP are available.

free health care to MSU students.

What is the quality of the residents who come to MSU? Many of them are the same doctors you would encounter "moonlighting" in Urgent Care, Immedicenter-type facility. They are eligible to start working in private offices after their first year of residency program. Many of the residents who come to MSU also moonlight in Emergency Centers for additional income. Sounds just like college students! (The average Family Practice Physician will have $50,000 in loans to pay back after completing school.) If one thinks of about it, who is better to "doctor" you? An older physician in private practice which will cost you money, or a young professional who is actively trying to improve his/her "clinical skills" and costs you nothing. I would choose the young doctor.

If you are sick or injured consider giving the staff at the Center For Health Services a try. You might be pleasantly surprised!

provide EMS to the campus, the National Collegiate Emergency Medical Services Foundation. The foundation provides a resource network that students can draw upon to better their existing service, or help bring their campus up to par. They also have a web site at http://www.NCEMSF.ORG that offers a wealth of information for the collegiate emergency care provider.

Many of the students involved are interested in pursuing health related careers from medical school to physical therapy. Becoming an Emergency Medical Technician is an excellent opportunity for students to get hands on experience in patient care, and get exposed to many aspects of the medical field.

This not only provides them with excellent references to build a resume, but it also can help the individual better decide upon a career. In addition, as a student run organization, members will be exposed to management skills and training that will be of great benefit upon entering the job market.

For those without training, the group will be holding CPR certification classes for its members, and hopes to branch out and offer training to students, faculty, and staff here at the University. The group hopes to increase public awareness of the importance of CPR, provide training to interested students, and most importantly, to serve the campus with rapid quality medical care.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

The Real World

Produced by students of the Co-operative Education Program

We are seniors pursuing careers in the field of graphic design. Thanks to the Co-operative Education Program, we are currently working at the Office of Publications at Montclair State University as assistant graphic designers. So far, the experience has been wonderful.

The Real World

Wanted: Intelligent, outgoing individual with abnormal sense of humor to write for Campus Life. Call x 5216 for details
Log On

by Rito Brannenfont

Are you considering buying or selling a used car? Loyal readers won’t be surprised to find out that the infamous Kelley’s Blue Book is now on the web, http://www.kbb.com/cgi-bin/cgi.exe?kbb+uct+srgr.

Currently you can enter info on a car and find out the going price for free. And should you happen to hit the Pick 6, Kelley’s has a site on new car prices, too. If you are like me buying lottery tickets, but never checking to see if you won—find out at http://www.state.nj.us/lottery/Unclaimed.htm.

Two weeks from today is Thanksgiving! Are you cooking? There is help. An American Thanksgiving on the Internet, http://www.night.net/thanksgiving/, features yummy recipes—even vegetarian ones, historical info from the first Thanksgiving, fun pages, and links to more Thanksgiving sites. You can do everything except smell the turkey aroma! That may be coming soon.

If just thinking about pumpkin pie puts on the pounds you should visit “Shape Up America”, http://www.shapeup.org/ual/. Chairman of this organization is C. Everett Koop, M.D., former Surgeon General during the Reagan administration.


Don’t miss their “House of Natural Healing” at http://www.prev.com/master_index.html. Maybe we can have our turkey and eat it, too.

Speaking of food, do you know what “spam” is? Nope, not the canned meat product. “Spam” is the name given to useless junk, such as “Make Money Fast”.

Media Center: a great choice for work study

by David DiGregorio

For college work study students, the MSU Media Center offers a perfect place to work. Here, a student can participate in a wide variety of enriching experiences.

Students new to campus learn their way around the Media Center quickly, and at the same time, get to know many professors.

Students become familiar with various types of audio visual equipment and their uses in the classroom. This is valuable, because more and more professors are asking students to make presentations to the class, and audio visuals always help to convey the material.

schemes, inappropriate advertising in mailing lists and Usenet, and other uninteresting garbage. The longer you are on the Net, the more of it you seem to get. Well, the people at NetServices in the UK decided to fight back! They’ve created anti-spamming software. Unfortunately, our VAX/VMS system is not on their compatible list, but plenty of Windows software is. You can check out their product and add it to your home computer. It’s free to download from their site, http://www.compulink.co.uk/net-services/spam/. Do not install on MSU computers, please.

You know how I love contests and freebies. AT&T WorldNet is running an online sweepstakes from November 1 through February 14. Prizes, all computer-related naturally, are awarded daily. There’s also a grand prize of $250,000! Check out the rules and feel free to enter daily at http://www.dja.com/01187396/id.html.


This valuable resource includes links to a chem FAQ, tutor, Chem101, glossary, unit conversions, ChemMystery, and even ChemPuter, a chemistry calculator. I can see your grade coming up already!

Lots of students are doing reports about the Internet. Need info? NUA of Ireland has compiled a set of links to survey results concerning Net usage and business on the Net. Get the scoop at http://www.nua.ie/choice/surveys/SurveyLinks.html.

Did you know that 35 million U.S. residents age 16 or older have accessed the Internet in the last 3 months? No wonder the World Wide Wait! CUL8R.

Many would agree that commuters are a large part of our student constituency. Many would also point out that because of that fact, there is a lack of spirit between the community and the students. It seems that this problem always existed at Montclair. It got to a point in 1931, that a new organization appeared on campus to address the problem.

The organization was called the “Commuters Club”. Its purpose was to provide social activities throughout the school year for the commuters. Their first social get-together was in the form of an afternoon dance. Under the auspices of the club, dancing was held every noon in the gymnasium. This entertainment permitted the members to become better acquainted along with recreation between study periods.

By 1935, the Commuters Club became the largest organization on campus. It continued to organize and plan socials, dances, etc. It enjoyed success until its disbandment in the 1940’s. Now, more than ever, there is a need for such an organization. I know that times have changed since then, but there must be some activities that would properly suit the “Generation X” tastes. These activities could be provided for commuters and the campus at large.

Indeed, the gap between commuters and on-campus housing students should be filled. I have discussed this problem with existing organizations, which were created to include both commuters and on-campus students. The problem to this is that commuters are not on campus long enough to receive the publicity about existing organizations.

The solution rests upon reviving the Commuters Club. Its existence would raise the communal spirit of MSU and would help commuters become more aware of activities of other organizations. To any commuters out there who would be interested in my revival journey, I pledge my support.

“ARCADIAN”

The Home of affordable mobile campus computing!

Buy a Laptop - Get a FREE Printer

(MSG Students, Alumni, Faculty & Staff Only)

Check out our current “Best Buy”

The Super Mobile, 6 pound, Travel Mate 5000 Multimedia System from Texas Instruments Intel Pentium 75 Processor, 8 meg of RAM, 525 Meg Hard Drive Capacity, and 10.4" Active Color Display PLUS: Fax/Modem Card and Software Bundle including: Windows, Anti-virus, Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Publisher, America Online, and Compuserve

AND

Use this Ad for a FREE Inkjet Printer!!!

All this for just $1,500 (cash n’ carry, finance, or lease)

Call Mike Crudele (MSU Class of ’94) at Arcadian

201-744-1674 or Email: ArcadianMC@aol.com
The Grapes of Wrath, what America is really about

by Gary Day

If ever the drama of life can be captured, it is contained in the epic tale of John Steinbeck’s *The Grapes of Wrath*. Starting today, at 8 p.m. and for two subsequent weeks, this poignant drama of hope and desperation, of tenacity, of America’s Dust Bowl migration comes to life on the Montclair State Memorial Auditorium stage.

Using Frank Galati’s 1988 adaptation, and directed by Susan Trueth and Joseph R. Patenaude, a cast of 32 actors depict the perilous journey of the disposessed Joad family from Oklahoma, seeking greener pastures in the promised land of California.

The washed-away land of the Joad’s farm has left them without the means to pay their creditors. The sharecroppers’ only recourse was to leave Oklahoma to auction their strength to California’s fruit growers or starve.

Thus began the Joads’ journey, along with countless others who were disposessed. Set designer, W. Scott MacConnell and costume designer, Deborah Lombardi brought us to the space and times of the Joads’ journey. Musical director, Eric Diamond, with the melodious voices of his crew kept, between set changes, the feeling of a poignant story of the vast Midwest plains.

Steinbeck’s story is a true parody of all human society and aspirations. The story’s characters have distinct purposes. They show how the individuals of a group contribute to the soul of the whole. Their importance is real. It is obvious when one leaves the tight-knit whole, the group suffers. The characteristics of society are reflected in every individual member.

Randall is the front man because he’s right up front, and it wouldn’t jive if I tried to lead the show from behind the drums.”

The second set opened with a song from their first CD entitled “Like This.” The band picked up where they left off in the first set with this heavy irregular pounding jam, in which the chords rose and rose, from octave to octave, and then ended with a soft steady fade. The set ended with a Robert Harris song called “Free for All.” This was the opportunity for the individual members of the band to step into the spotlight and display their own styles. The bong rattling bass of Afifi, the lead melody of Randall, the dainty fingerwork of Lee, and the maturish stick work of Graham were all thrown together in a whirlwind of frenzy that creates the B Sharps’ style of jazz.

Words to live by: Be funky, Be jazz, B Sharps

by Christopher Lepre

Amidst the stormy weather last Friday night, my friend and I went to Trumpets in Upper Montclair to see the B Sharp Jazz Quartet. Inspired by the wonderfully entertaining review of the band’s latest CD (*Searching for the One*) in the last issue of Montclair, I wanted to see the band in action, and I was not disappointed.

The band opened up with “The Spirit,” a song off their second CD. This was a nice, laid back tune which eased everyone into mood of the evening. Randall Willis poured out soft notes on the tenor sax that filled the room and transformed the suburban bar into a St. Louis, back alley, jazz speakeasy. They then followed up with two more upbeat songs that livened up the night. Then there was a powerful drum solo by Herb Graham Jr. The solo started soft and low, but built to a heavy jam which reminded me of rolling thunder, even though it was very wild and improvised, there was certain grace that he kept throughout. He also played with a lot of emotion that was shown by his wild facial expression and grunting, showing that he loved his work. The solo was brought to a triumphant finish by the other members joining in, which paralleled the drum jam.

Next was a Charlie Parker song, “Confirmation,” which the Sharps arranged to a hip-hop sounding beat. They pulled off merging the styles quite well, emphasizing the strong bass beat, played by Osama Afifi to the point where he was almost playing lead. The song segued into pianist Rodney Lee’s solo, which he played hunched over his instrument like a master craftsman would be over his workbench. The keys ech-ched out a haunting melody constructed by irregular chord changes.

The Sharps then rocked out the end of the first set by playing a tune called “Father Knows Best.” This was a funky toe-tapping song that was held together by a rockin’ blues rhythm. For this song Graham really got into the groove, making his facial expressions, which sparked some laughter from us, but also made us get down even harder.

During the brief intermission between sets I talked with Graham, asking him about the new CD. “I did almost all the writing on this CD, but of course the band helped with arranging the music, but Randall is the front man because he’s right up front, and it wouldn’t jive if I tried to lead the show from behind the drums.”
Romeo and Juliet, two lovers, two reviews, too much

by Jodi Kastel

Director Baz Luhrmann's Romeo and Juliet is definitely not for everyone. Opening with an MTV-like sequence of images spliced together with rapid-fire speed, set to a blasting soundtrack. Though many critics have scoffed at the idea of a '90s style of Romeo and Juliet, I think Shakespeare would be proud; the criticism that allows a work of literature to be deemed a classic is the fact that its plot and themes can withstand the test of time. And now, 400 hundred years after the author's death, Sir William is still on the cutting edge.

Claire Danes is enchanting as Juliet. She is soft spoken and virginal, yet passionate and flirtatious. Leonardo DiCaprio's Romeo complements Danes' Juliet perfectly. He switches from sexy and virile one minute to shy and boyishly charming the next. Danes and DiCaprio handle the iambic pentameter verse like seasoned pros. The emotions of their characters come shining through with ease and grace. Juliet's family, the Capulets, as the story goes, is the arch enemy of Romeo's family, the Montagues. They fall in love at first sight: "Did my heart love till now?"

Leonardo DiCaprio stands out from the rest of the gang as a black cross-dresser. Pete Postlethwaite is at home in the role of the new age Father Laurence. Though staunch believers in upholding traditional Shakespeare are having a field day bashing this rendition of the classic, Australia's Luhrmann preserves the Bard's somewhat tricky language with co-writer Craig Pearce. The film provides visual context clues where the language may leave some viewers searching for a dictionary.

The most electrifying scene occurs when the two meet at a costume ball. Juliet is dressed as an angel, with delicate white wings, and Romeo is a knight in skin-tight chainmail. They catch a glimpse of each other through opposite sides of a brilliantly-colored fish tank. Battling wits and eyelashes, the two fall in love at first sight: "Did my heart love till now?"

The climatic end of the film has a twist which is 10 times more heart wrenching and tragic than the original. Romeo is killed by Jodi, who has fallen in love with him. The body is brought home to Juliet, who discovers what has happened. She is distraught, for the wrong person, forgetting about each other around me.

As for the ending, (and I don't feel guilty about spoiling it, because if you don't know what happens, it was sad. Sad to think that those around me were distraught for the wrong reason. If there was anything to cry about, it was for a love that had died, not a particular person. Self-sacrifice is the ultimate show of devotion. If the story were to be truly set in today's background, Romeo or Juliet would have just moved on to another person, forgetting about each other in a few months.

It was a great rendition of a great love story, and highly recommended. However, if you are not up to date on your Old English, then, thou's, and thy's, bring along your Cliff's Notes.

Following Phish: from Penn State to Buffalo to MSG

by Stephen Tinkeltstein

Phish returned to the Garden on October 21 & 22, for the first time since their epic New Year's Eve show. The band kicked off their fall tour in Lake Placid and then headed to Pennsylvania for two shows before heading to Buffalo for the Saturday show.

The first show I caught was at Penn State on the 17th. I was thrilled to hear them play "Punch You In The Eye," and a second set ending with "David Bowie," which was excellent. The band also performed an acapella version of "The Star Spangled Banner" for the first time in preparation for performing the song at a Los Angeles Lakers game in December.

By the time Phish reached Buffalo on Saturday, the band seemed to turn it up a notch. Playing a strong first set, the band came out with an incredible eleven song set including, "Slave to the Traffic Light," "Split Open," "Fluffhead," and "Run Like An Antelope."

As Monday rolled around I was ecstatic that Phish played with tons of energy. They played terrific versions of "Possum," "Divided Sky," "David Bowie," "Reba," and a kick ass "Funky Black." Not once did the show let up, and that is when I thought to myself, "I can't wait 'til tomorrow."

The second show was probably one of the two best shows I had ever seen. Songs included "Curtain," "Y.E.M.," "Taste," and a monumental Mike's song, "Sweet Away."

Not only was it a treat to hear, they brought danc­ers out, including Fishman's mother, and jammed the entire medley of songs for 45 min­utes. When it came time for the encore, the band announced two special guests, Buddy Miles and Merrill Saunders. Both are famous for their collabora­tions with other artists like Jimi Hendrix and Jerry Garcia. The show couldn't have ended any better as they played the Bob Dylan song, "All Along the Watch­tower."
"Uncommon Threads," one critic's point of view

by Amanda McHale

"Humanity is surrounded by textiles. We wear it, sleep in it...wrap newborns in it and bury our dead in it." Such are the words of artist and tapestry weaver, Eileen O'Brien, whose selected works are currently on view at Gallery 3 1/2 in the Calcina Fine Arts Building. Employing the popular Swedish weaving technique, "finnvav," as a creative medium, O'Brien explores and interprets patterns, colors, and symbolic motifs to produce her works. His works are recognizably modern, as well as reminiscent of ancient woven tapestries.

O'Brien's Tunnel Vision, is one of a variety of graphic, black and white works executed by the artist. The large, square work is divided into halves by a strip of blue, unifying the past and the present. Sprinkled with silver metallic threads, it is perhaps the incorporation of the flame-like shapes that makes this work so balanced, so interesting to look at. It is a blending of modern optical patterns with the worldly element of fire, giving the geometric coldness a spark of life through the careful placement of shape and color.

One of my favorite pieces in O'Brien's show is Hieroglyphica, (1991) a modern interpretation of ancient Egyptian woven textiles. Inspired in part by the work of an artist who utilized similar colors and motifs, O'Brien has created a textile which very easily could have been uncovered buried deep in the banks of the Nile. The long, rectangular tapestry is woven in a clay-like ochre color, and is divided into sections by linear themes: vertical in the center and horizontal flanking. This balanced approach incorporates various symbols within those lines. Organic symbols such as fish and geometric motifs such as triangles and squares are woven in blue, unifying the past and the present in both theme and color. This tapestry is perhaps the personification of O'Brien's theme of a "common thread," for it unites the medium, the artist and the viewer into a cyclical pattern: we are connected to the beginning of civilization and to each other by this "fabric of life."

O'Brien's theme of a "common thread," is due out next spring. That is what music is all about showing connected to the beginning of civilization and to each other by this "fabric of life."

B SHARPS, Cont. from p.11

founded by Graham. The group is based in LA, but loves traveling across the country. "The mid-west has been my favorite stop on this tour, but I also enjoyed playing all the colleges we played at in Connecticut," said Lee. To which Randall chimed in, "The best places we play are usually the college campuses, the kids really get into the groove, and we feed off their excitement and put it back into our playing." Lee also added, "That is our intent to bring jazz to the kids, and back to the people, make it more mainstream. The only place you can hear the music now is on jazz stations, which are too few and far between." The group stated that the problem with today's music is that the genres are too delineated. Instead of just playing good music, radio stations stick to their format and offer no variety. "In the sixties and early seventies, Bill Graham used to put bands of totally different styles on the same stage, you could go to a concert and see Miles Davis playing along side the Grateful Dead or Santana. That is what music is all about showing how all these styles connect drawn from one another," Lee stated. One day the Sharps hope to play Lollapalooza.

After this tour is over the Sharps will begin work on their next CD which is due out next spring.

B SHARPS, Cont. from p.11
Former SGA president states his case

I hope that when you read this letter, you find yourselves in good health and good spirits. I am writing this not to the Montclarion or the SGA, but to the student body of MSU. I hope to address all the issues you have probably seen in the past two months' newspapers. I am not writing this letter to begin a session of written debate with those who choose to disagree.

The first topic I will address is what most students were greeted with in the first issue of the newspaper. That is the subject of the assault charges against me. The first forum in which I had to answer these charges was a Student Disciplinary Hearing. At this hearing I was found not guilty of assault, but guilty of some lesser charges. I quickly appealed the verdict, for which the proposed punishment was removal from office. I then had to go through two appeal hearings, because it was found that the committee had included some biased members. With a totally new committee in place, my case was looked at and quickly appealed. Out in the court system, after the county court looked at the evidence, it decided to reduce the charges and sent the case down to the municipal court. On November 19th, the judge will make a decision on a motion to dismiss the charges.

The next time that the student body read about me, it regarded my opposition to the "A Tribe Called Quest" concert. I opposed this concert because I believed too much money was being spent for just one event. I felt and still do feel that many more events could have put on with $27,000 than just that one. I totally agree with then Treasurer Barry Bernstein who said, "No one on a college campus is worth that much money."

The next time I made the headlines was when the Judicial Branch temporarily suspended both me and Mr. Bernstein for not complying with their request. There are several reasons why the treasurer and I did not turn over the financial records to George Calle. First, the supposed subpoena that Mr. Calle talked about had yet to be seen by either of us. Second, we had been advised by the corporation's lawyer and accountants no to release the records. Like most people that deal with running corporations, the advice of lawyers and accountants always carries a lot of weight, especially if both agree.

In an effort to compromise, the treasurer and I also informed them that if they waited a week, the SGA's auditor would give them a much more thorough and professional explanation than any student could. Shortly after that same Friday, after having gone through the proper procedures and safeguards and with the corporate lawyer present, the Justices were handed any documentation they desired.

The next front page the students read was the story about the whole Executive Board being impeached. We were charged with having gone over our budget on our conference, renting an automobile, and I was accused of the separate charge of not turning the financial records over.

I totally accept the responsibility for going over our budget. We went over $285, not $2300 as written in the Montclarion. Last year's Executive Board had purchased this year's Executive Board's flight tickets because they had made a mistake budgeting for this year's conference. While on our conference, we did rent a car to get from place to place. We figured that it would be cheaper to rent a car than to get reimbursed for the cost of using cabs. I admit that I knew that somewhere in the statutes it says that one cannot rent a car. The SGA statutes and constitution also have many other rules that are outdated or contradict themselves. For example, in the constitution it states that no students shall be paid by the SGA, yet the SGA Executive Board is paid every summer and there are currently students who the SGA hires to perform vital duties. The final charge was not turning over the financial records, a point which I explained earlier.

When campaigning last spring, one thing that I campaigned on was the "Results, not Promises" motto. Upon winning and taking office, I did exactly that. One of the first actions we took was the downsizing of the SGA's staff to save student money. Second, we took the corporation's investments and put them in funds where the student's money could get a higher return. We also put emphasis on bringing the Student Center Annex back to its old glory. These things, combined with a couple of other initiatives managed to help save students over $35,000. Although I am happy for some of the things we accomplished for the students, I am also saddened by some of the ideas which I did not get a chance to accomplish.

I would like to thank the students a million times over for having given me the chance to serve them for the past two years. I also want to thank them for the education that this experience - in good and bad times - has provided me with. Because I know that one does not need a title or an office to be of service to the students, I will continue to make myself available.

Thank you and Carpe Diem!
Respectfully,
Julio A. Marenco

Montclair Mailbag Letter Policy

All letters and e-mail must be received before 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday. Correspondence must include the author's name, major, social security number, and phone number. Please keep letters to a maximum length of two pages, double-spaced. Once received, letters are property of the Montclarion and may be edited for length, libel, and content.

Our mailing address is Montclarion, Attn.: Editorial Editor, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair State University, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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A NEW BEGINNING

On November 23rd, 25th, and 27th, students of MSU will have yet another chance to make their voices heard in the election year. The SGA positions of the Judicial Branch and Treasurer will be contested. Hopefully, as they did last year, many students will exercise their right to vote.

This election will have a direct impact on every student's life. Your fees fund the SGA and, as such, you should be concerned about how and where on this campus your money is being spent. The money is to fund everything from this newspaper to concerts, and you should have a say in who is in charge of the more than $500,000 worth of appropriations that place during the school year.

You can, but only by voting on one of the seats listed above.

The problems that led to the impeachment of the president and the resignation of the treasurer show how much power the positions hold. Whether the former Executive Board members overspent their conference by $1 or $2,300, they abused their power and misused your money. That is the importance your vote can have to lead the SGA in its new direction, and direct effect these elections can have on your life. That money - your money - is yours. But if you want to have input as to whether or not it will happen again, vote!

This election is also an opportunity to get to the allegations, misdeeds, and problems behind us. The pieces are in place for next semester to be one of the best for the SGA. The two Executive Board members who are currently in office, President Amy Fisher and Secretary Jennifer Lynch, have experience and a renewed vigor to the SGA. And the candidates for the open positions are qualified, ready, willing, and able to serve and can drive away the dark days of the past and set the scene for a new day on the horizon.

Be a part of it by voting on November 23rd and 25th. After all, it is your SGA.
SGA legislator’s personal agendas were reason for Marencos downfall

I first met Julio Marencoco during the fall semester of 1994. He was just a freshman legislator and chairman of the food services committee. I was sitting in the Blanton Hall Cafeteria when he approached me and asked what I felt could be done to improve food services. After a couple of weeks he once again came up to me and told me that he had accomplished my request. Later that year I saw Julio and he told me that he was running for vice president, I didn’t vote for him, his opponent had too long a list of SGA experience. Fortunately, Julio managed a narrow victory.

I once again got a chance to work with Julio when my organization was up for recharterment. He not only got us all of the information we needed, but constantly made sure everything went as smoothly as possible.

Julio broke the stereotype of most elected SGA officials who never care what goes on outside their offices. One administrator said, “Julio was the most pro-student, knowledgeable, available, and powerful vice president in recent years.” Most students that visited the office could attest to this. Unless one knew or asked him, one would not know that the student who would go out of his way to answer anyone’s question or fix the copy machine was the president of the SGA. From an organizational point of view, anyone who needed some assistance, recognized the fact that Julio was someone you could count on. On any given day, one could have watched Julio go from an OSAU event, to some small Class Two organization’s meeting, then perhaps to a Board of Trustees meeting, and finally some fraternity or sorority’s party. All the while, one could see that he was genuinely at ease in all of these different settings, and was not fake about it while there.

Within the SGA there was a different story. One administrator said, “Julio has all the right ideas for the students of MSU, but does not care for the politics of the SGA…” Like most of the students at MSU, and even though he was SGA President, he didn’t put much importance in the petty political games the snobs in the SGA tend to play. This must have been his downfall. After years of dealing with presidents who would cater to every little whim the legislature or administrators had, they were confronted with a president who was more concerned with the student body’s woes and concerns.

Last week, in one of the SGA’s biggest blunders and harshest moves, they undid what the students had clearly chosen – a Marencoco presidency. The legislature removed Julio because he made a mistake. What the SGA did takes place in Third World countries and usually leads to anarchy. It is not correct to remove the president that the student body voted for just because a group of about 30 students (supposedly our elite students) don’t like him or have a vested personal gain in the matter.

In conclusion, last week Tom Tracy’s article was entitled “SGA circus finally leaves town.” Well, did the legislature ever care to non-biasedly ask the students whether they enjoyed the (as it was called) circus being in town? At least someone in the SGA was concerned with the students.

I hope the SGA can climb back up and remember that your motto is “Students serving students”, not “Students with personal agendas”.

Ana Yzquierdo
Spanish

Christianity is about love for all

A letter in the Montclarion on October 31st, made me become irritated. The article tapped on the issue that homosexuals get to raise a flag of celebration. The letter did not mention the struggle and prejudices endured by gay men and women that this flag represents. The goal it symbolizes is for people to be able to go on about everyday life - as human beings, as men, as women, as homosexuals - unself-consciously, and to be able to spend all of our energy and time on work and fun, and none on the arts of concealment or self-hatred. But we know that such a simple goal will be achieved only by sweeping adjustments in the way many people think.

As a Christian, I believe that homosexuality exists and whether God will save anyone by His grace and perfect will is for Him to judge, not any other human. There is no room for hate in a Christian’s heart. Pure acceptance and respect for all ways of life is the only way. Christians are not here to make judgments; no one is. Salvation is for everyone who accepts it. I too believe in having a Christian flag, to symbolize God, our creator, but if we speak of fairness, let’s not bash the beliefs of others. We, as Christians, cannot demand the celebration of a flag by downgrading the constant struggle of homosexuals. We, as Christians, cannot contribute to the degradation that has been the lot of gay people.

The raising of the flag on National Coming Out Day has nothing to do with malice. It is a symbol of one of the first dramatic breakthroughs in this historical transition period. It is raised with pride and pure love of all humankind, from all walks of life. If you call yourself a brother or sister in Christ, then stand proud and know that true darkness lies in the hatred of fellow human beings. Christianity is not about separation, it is about love for the whole world, which is what God symbolizes. When we gather at the flag poles to pray on Wednesday afternoons for the salvation of the school, we, as Christians, should welcome, and base our values on appreciation of both the differences and the common humanity existing between individuals and groups.

For the decision makers at MSU the questions asked in the article were, “Where is the fairness?” and “Where is the Christian flag?” These questions need to be answered and considered carefully. In wanting a flag, with a plea of fairness, you need to consider its purpose. Is it fair to condemn a group, in order to build meaning for another? No, for God, our Creator, and to raise it high. But an attack on homosexuality should not be the reason for this to take place. Please, observe Christians’ rights, but also acknowledge the extent of the request.

Finally, as a Christian lesbian, I believe that a little thought will verify that heterosexual people will not be free of their fears, so long as homosexual people are used as pariahs to create and perpetuate phobias. Therefore, granting homosexuals full humanity means granting it to heterosexuals as well.

Name Withheld
Undecided

A NEW BEGINNING

On November 23rd, 25th, and 27th, students of MSU will have yet another chance to make their voices heard in the election year. The SGA positions of the Judicial Branch and Treasurer will be contested. Hopefully, as they did last year, many students will exercise their right vote.

This election will have a direct impact on every student’s life. Your fees fund the SGA and, as such, you should be concerned about how and where on this campus your money is being spent. The money need to fund everything from this newspaper to concerts, and you should have a say in who is in charge of the more than $500,000 worth of appropriations that take place during the school year.

You can, but only by voting on one of the candidates listed above.

The problems that led to the impeachment of the president and the resignation of the treasurer show how much power the positions hold. Whether the former Executive Board members overspent their allowance by $1 or $2,300, they abused their power and misused your money. The shows the importance your vote can have to lead the SGA in its new direction, and direct effect these elections can have on your life. That money - your money - is real. But if you want to have input as to whether or not it will happen again, vote.

This election is also an opportunity to silence the allegations, misdeeds, and problems behind us. The pieces are in place for this semester to be one of the best for the SGA. The two Executive Board members currently in office, President Amy Fisher and Secretary Jennifer Lynch, bring experience and a renewed vigor to the SGA. And the candidates for the open positions are qualified, ready, willing, and able to serve and can drive away the dark days of the past and set the scene for a new day on the horizon.

Be a part of it by voting on November 23rd and 25th. After all, it is your SGA.
In American political discourse, delicate people need not apply

I am responding to the blatant hypocrisy in the letter by William J. Gibbs last week. He begins by stating that, in his experience, the function of education is not to make people think, but to tell them how to. Ironically, Mr. Gibbs' own personal agenda is even more obvious in his letter than in the examples he gives. Despite his cries of outrage at his citing of the First Amendment rights of Americans to free speech, he soon tramples those rights with his own bias and political affiliation.

Mr. Gibbs wrote about Dole/Kemp signs that were posted on campus by the Republican Club, and how groundkeepers soon removed those signs. Although he "qualifies his indignation with, "Regardless of what the signs said, even if they were Clinton/Gore signs, they should not have been removed," he also stated, "I would think that if we (the Republican Club) want to illustrate our opinions in an open, mature manner, that we should be able to do so without hindrance from anyone." (italics added by author)

Although I regret the violation of the Republican Club's First Amendment rights, they probably just failed to have the posters approved by the proper campus office; their fault, not the school's. His letter would have been fine if it had ended there, but it did not. Gibbs went on to lament the fact that one of his biology professors voiced a personal opinion about Dole's slim chance of victory in last week's election. In his own words, "Regardless of my political affiliation, I was offended by this comment. A man in his position should not be forcing his opinion upon us."

First, it is exactly because of his political affiliation that he was offended. Second, if his delicate sensibilities were bruised by one professor's off-hand comment, then what is he doing in politics? Everyone, political or not, has a personal agenda. Deal with it. By crying ineffectual victimization, Mr. Gibbs lowers himself to the pathetic level of elite PC liberals, who constantly see themselves as discriminated against, but have no tolerance for others. Last I heard, the Republicans ridiculed us for that. Freedom of speech works all way, not just one way. Mr. Gibbs asked, "Why should an instructor be allowed to force his opinion on us?" For the same reason that the Republican Club should have been allowed to keep their signs posted: to defend the freedom of speech.

Richard S. McDonalds
English

How do we discover the truth anyway?

I am beginning to sense that Dr. Furr is not a conservative. I am responding to his last, rather heated, letter and elaborate on some points he raised which appear to be under a bit of misdirection.

Furr's letter seemed to suggest that "conservatism" is a plot; that it is part of a vast conspiracy to maintain opposition and corporate dominance. In general, this is true. It is an unstated but assumed tenet of capitalism that a vast, underpaid workforce (often in the form of women and immigrants) is required for its continuance, and that "conservatism" serves to keep these workers in such a state.

Dr. Furr's observations in this particular arena are valid and important.

However, connecting abortion rights with the evils of "conservative" propaganda machine seems something of a stretch. To say that, "striped of religious mumbo-jumbo, abortion is a women's health care issue" is an absurd remark. I think the term "mumbo-jumbo" is excellent, but I am also among that pitiable and outdated segment of humanity who come to the conclusion that the crucifixion of the son of God is rather a grave matter, and that dismissing it as "mumbo-jumbo" is not entirely a just treatment.

The last point I would like to rejoice over is one of Dr. Furr's first. He wrote, regarding "conservative" propagandists, that "they can in principle never discover the truth." I am wondering how one discovers the truth at all, in principle or out of it. For I am as yet among the unfortunate, unenlightened souls who have not only not discovered the truth, but am quite at a loss about how to discover it. I hope Dr. Furr is not among those disreputable figures of the past who professed their own ignorance or, worse yet, those hopeless persons who professed that there is no absolute truth to be discovered at all. Dr. Furr must be a brilliant man indeed, for he has quite a lot to say about who can and cannot "discover the truth" — when he discovers it, or decides that he is ready to disclose it, I sincerely hope that he will continue to put his stamp on it and send it to the Montclarion.

Ed O'Connor, English

Educated, not simple guesses needed

I am a sophomore at MSU and I have received both public and private education. Throughout my school career I have heard a lot of people complain about schools and what should be done to make everything better. The most thing I ever heard was that the function of education was not to make you think, or to tell you how, but to teach something called the learning process.

I was first introduced to the learning process in grammar school. It is the analysis and synthesis of all information given to you. It is similar to the scientific method. First, state the problem, then ask the questions, do experiments, take an educated guess, and then state your theory. However, in the learning process the final step is the educated guess. It is ended there because there are so many truths we believe now that, as we grow older, we find out aren't true. I didn't find many truths in the article that I am responding to, nor were there many educated guesses; just a bunch of simple guesses without much thought behind them.

Mr. Gibbs commented that many of the political signs that had been posted around campus had been missing soon after they were put up. There are two things I can say about this. First, the signs that I saw around campus were adhesive. I agree wholeheartedly in our right to free speech, but when it comes at the cost of taking away from what I consider a beautiful campus I say, "Let it go." There were many signs up that were not adhesive, and they made your point of who we should vote for. Second, voting was the next day! Taking away a few signs that were doing no more than hindering the campus' beauty is not a problem. Maybe they started cleaning up a little early, but that is at the bottom of our worries. Use your freedom of speech in the voting booth. You'll say more with than through any sign that you can put up or take down.

The opinions of our instructors should never tell us how to think. Professors are people too and though that might sound like a cliché, I believe it to be so. I find nothing wrong with the statement that the professor made, at that time in the electoral race, Dole was still behind, and the main point I hope Mr. Gibbs was trying to make was that this comment took away from his biology lecture...but did it? Mr. Gibbs sure did remember that he was talking about gene pools. I think it was a good effort to get the class interested in the subject of life by relating it to life outside the classroom. What else is the teacher there for? They aren't there just to tell us the information and go home. If that were the case, I have a book, I can do it myself. Actually, the teacher's role is just that...to relate the knowledge to actual life and to work it in so much that it becomes a part of daily thought. I find nothing wrong with that.

If at this point in his academic career Mr. Gibbs doesn't realize that no teacher can tell him how to think, and that it is his job to take information given to him in every aspect and come to a conclusion on that, I feel he will never be able to come up with a theory, let alone an educated guess.

Therese Wiggins, Undeclared

Christmas: the real answer to unemployment and the national debt

This is a reply to Angela Daidone's "Elections to Christmas" article.

Has she been put on this earth to drive me insane??

Does she have a secret agenda regarding my mental health? My bedroom wall has a concave depression that is getting larger every time I bang my head into it after reading one of her columns! I can't believe what she writes!

I could have cared less what she said about the elections, it was her attack on Christmas that nearly drove me crazy. How dare she! Christmas should be celebrated every day of the year. The economists of this country, excuse me, the idiot economists don't realize what they have in Christmas - the most important commercial event of our nation! If gift-giving was practiced every day, there would be no more unemployment! Can you imagine how many jobs would be created for all those gifts that had to be made? There would be no more homelessness! No need to worry about lack of medical benefits. Christmas should be made into law! Gift-giving should be required on a daily basis. Breaking the law would be punishable with a $100 ticket. And that money would go directly towards paying the deficit.

RJ Green
**Oh, how the mighty have fallen**

Once you held your finger on the trigger

Now the gun is pointing at our head.

Once you signed supreme over all that you could see

Now you walk on the other side of the street.

Now, that was a surprise, or was it? Mike Tyson on the ropes, not unlike the sacrificial lambs he beat the crap out of when he got out of the slammer, had to have Round 11 called early because he was so far gone. Although I am not a boxing aficionado, it gave me incalculable pleasure to see that big, arrogant jerk finally get his comeuppance.

I didn't see the fight, but I didn't have to. I'm almost sorry I missed it, though. After a history of knocking out inferior opponents - who were hand-picked by Swengali Don King to make Tyson look good - in less than two minutes, I imagine Tyson crumbling like a rag doll was quite a sight to behold. What shouldn't be surprising is that once faced with a real contender, Tyson fell like a house of cards. After years of King's control, he just didn't have the fortitude to take on a serious opponent.

Once your words were the first and last on the subject

Now they hang like a noose around your neck.

Now you fall and stumble in the dark.

Tyson, in all his arrogant glory at a press conference after K.O.-ing Carl "The Truth" Williams eight years ago, basted Holyfield in his girlie, little voice saying, "Come on and take it from me, you think you can beat me! Come on and try," whilst brandishing two fistfuls of thousand dollar bills. What a silly, embarrassing way for a champion to act. To then see Tyson eating crow in front of the same press and Holyfield was hugely entertaining. Jack Newfield of the New York Post called Tyson's remarks "gracious," but I saw him on TV, and he looked and sounded more like a contrite child who just got caught playing doctor with the preacher's daughter than a "gracious" loser.

There have been endless and inevitable comparisons, but Iron Mike could never hope to fill Muhammad Ali's shoes. Out of the ring, Ali was always countly, a gentleman, an amiable man. I'm old enough to remember Ali as Cassius Clay, and there was never a hint of scandal (save for the Vietnam controversy - hardly of the same stripe), never an allegation or an accusation of sexual misconduct, never an instance of Ali acting like a big, dumb, thug. About twenty years ago, my cousin, Jimmy, pulled Ali over for speeding. He said that Ali was one of the most courteous people he ever pulled over as Ali politely acknowledged that he was speeding and asked for no special treatment. Sure, Ali spouted off about his opponents in a most colorful manner, but anyone who doesn't recognize his rantings as pure theater will be disappointed to learn that professional wrestling is fake. Those of you who remember Ali in his prime as I do, would think Holyfield a more suitable, flattering, and accurate comparison.

Once you held the secrets of the world within your hands

Now you're just another grain of sand.

The darkness of "groupthink" is called one of Christianity's greatest downfalls.

"If you call yourself a brother or sister in Christ, then take a stand with me. Let us exalt our Lord, the only and true God, not darkness." He obfuscates the image of the divine by attempting to coerce the reader into believing that one's sexual orientation determines, in part, whether one is for or against God. "The practice is totally not of God and therefore is just an attack straight from Satan himself." This "practice" that Girlando writes of is the enriching love one individual feels for another. He wishes the reader to believe that love is the working of the devil. Obviously, he makes a distinction between one form of love and another. Girlando, however, disregards the human aspects of himself that internally know the truth of the universal nature of love.

Girlando, who here stands for the type of cemetery Re. Saunders spoke of, asks for the reader to succumb to the paradigm he functions under. In return, this church offers discrimination, fear and what Fromm called, "the impoverishment of intelligence".

Q**u**er

by Greg Geiger

In *Psychoanalysis and Religion*, Erich Fromm writes, "...by teaching people to believe in an illusion and by prohibiting critical thinking religion is responsible for the impoverishment of intelligence". The type of religion Fromm is referring to is one which dwells primarily in the actions of the past while ignoring the insights of contemporary society. Such a religion will demand of its members a form of Orwellian "doublethink" where creed and dogma supersede logic; with the "saved" swallowing their daily dose of "soma" in the contemporary society. Such a religion will tend to accept for truth that which one of Christianity's greatest downfalls.
Silence may be golden, but the First Amendment is priceless

The Examined Life
by Jean-Marie Navetta

I love debate. Ever since I learned how to speak, my parents have said that I've been arguing with people and that I've always been more than happy to let people know what I think on [fill in the topic here]. And I've gotten fairly good at it, thanks to a debate coach in high school who recognized this ability, and the people who got me to start working down there at the Montclarion. Working as the Editorial editor here has also taught me an invaluable lesson: debate is a two-way street. Perhaps more specifically, if I want to voice my opinion, I have to be willing to hear (and in my case, print) opinions which are not only different than mine, but may in fact attack my beliefs.

Admittedly, it can be a humbling experience. But I've come to realize that this experience serves a greater purpose than keeping my ego in check and filling the Montclarion Mailbag. It has created a forum in which ideas can be expressed and where anyone at MSU can participate or just read along. And I've always done this faithfully and to the best of my abilities, and regardless of what I think of the content of the opinions that I print. I like what I do, and feel confident that even if the subject matter gets heated, it still deserves to go, uncensored, into the Montclarion. I think that the assessment that the answer to problems with free speech is uncensored, into the Montclarion.

This semester, my columnists and the brave letter writers have confronted the issues of abortion (on both sides of the argument), gay and lesbian rights (on both sides of the argument), the economy (on both sides of the argument), and race (from apparently all aspects possible). While I have not agreed with everything that I read, I saw a true “marketplace of ideas” opening up right here in the pages in front of me. Sure, the death of Tupac Shakur might not have been directly related to campus, but it surely did start a greater discussion of race relations. And anyone who would even venture to say that a 15% tax cut wouldn't have some meaning for people at MSU is engaging in the art of self-deception.

Controversial things that have been written by people in this section (maybe even using what one might consider to allegedly be “intemperate language”) have given birth to conversations with people that I never imagined I could have if I had “toned down” writers. And the vast majority of these conversations has been productive in creating some common understanding of the issues that we must confront. And the only way that we can make these confrontations is by using honest language and telling the truth about what we see, rather than following Wal-Mart's lead for dealing with “objectionable” music: packaging it in a wrapper that is labeled “sanitized for your protection.” People who disagree with what is written have always been welcome to write, and respond to what they read. True, sometimes it will seem heated. But the theologian James H. Cone stated it accurately: “The truth about injustice always sounds outrageous.”

In the end, how will I respond to the criticism that I have received? The way that I have come to respect and know to be true — to defend my position with the First Amendment, and believe that whatever I print is better said than silenced in the name of “harmony.” It just frightens me to read opinions of people who fear opinions that might offend, disturb the appearance of a college campus, or offend the “sensibilities” of politically correct robots.

I don't claim absolute and true wisdom, and I hope that I never will — but I do claim to have this deeply founded belief that we must be allowed to speak without the fear of offending people to silence us. It is the only way to have a real and honest unsanitized discussion that will lead to solutions. I won't restrain writers. They'll say what they want, as they have in the past. To do anything else would be unjust. The philosopher John Stuart Mill summarized it perfectly when he said, “If all mankind minus one were of one opinion, mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one person than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind.”

Growing up a tomboy and confronting the green-eyed monster lurking at the 19th hole

Tightrope
by Angela Daidone

For the better part of my forty years, I've had to come up with reasons for why I love sports so much and why I play them well. It was never enough that I just do — and it still isn't.

As a young girl I was a tomboy and folks reassured my mom that I'd grow out of it someday. My girlfriends teased me because I always had a black eye and I was Queen of the Scrapped Knees. The only ones that didn't mind my love of sports were the boys who happily chose me for their stickball or basketball teams. They felt no prejudice; they wanted to win and knew that I could hit the playground fence on a fly and sink 3-pointers before lunch. I knew what I thought on [fill in the topic here]. And I've always been more than happy to let people know what I think on [fill in the topic here].

In the meantime, gentlemen, be happy to enjoy such a wonderful sport and quit making excuses for why I shot a good round.
How To Do Stuff.

This week: Bob Dole shows us how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Hello, Bob Dole here. Bob Dole gets hungry at times, so he must make something so that Bob Dole doesn't get starve. I don't want Bob Dole to die, even though Bob Dole has been around for awhile. Bob Dole doesn't know how to cook. Liddy can barely make macaroni, although Bob Dole doesn't mind. Bob Dole loves Liddy Dole.

So, Bob Dole makes a peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Bob Dole gets two pieces of bread, some peanut butter and some jelly from Bob Dole's refrigerator. Bob Dole takes a butter knife and puts it in Bob Dole's jelly jar. Bob Dole spreads it lovingly on the bread, thinking about how Bob Dole could have had somebody do this for him if he beat Bill Clinton. Bob Dole doesn't like Bill Clinton. Bob Dole hates Bill Clinton. Bob Dole, Bob Dole, Bob Dole Bob Dole...

"How to do Stuff" is sponsored by Greystone Psychiatric Hospital, which reminds you that an apple a day may keep the doctor away, but it won't do anything for you if you think you're a chicken.

Reminder:
The personals for next week are due MONDAY at 6:30 P.M. NO EXCEPTIONS!
Your "Sort-of" Real Horoscope

Written this week by John J. O'Sullivan's clairvoyant cat

Whitey

Aries (March 21 to April 19) Can't

 don't like rats. It's nothing per-

 sonal, but we just don't get along.

You're going to get pounced and

 eaten by some tedneck named Phil.

Nothing I can do about it. Meow.

Taurus (April 20 to May 20) If I

 don't give John a good fortune, he

 won't feed me. He gets pissy that

 way. I'm just a cat. I just want my

 milk and my Tender Vittles™. Meow.

You're going to get pounced and

 eaten by some tedneck named Phil.

Nothing I can do about it. Meow.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20) Meow.

I'm going to dance on your head at

 3:15 a.m. tomorrow. Meow.

Cancer (June 21 to July 22) For

 Christmas, hang up a stocking for

 your cat. You will be rewarded with

 a clean, cat-hair free home next

 year. Meow.

Leo (July 23 to August 22) Be

 constant in changing your cat's

 kitty litter box. Great harm and

 trouble will come to you if you don't.

Meow. I'll pee on your chippendale

 suite. Meow.

Virgo (August 23 to September 22)

 You will win the "Meow Mix™ trip

 of a lifetime" to Pongo Pongo.

Congratulations! Meow.

Libra (September 23 to October 22)

The female cheetah, fierce hunter cat

 of the wilderness, will answer questions

 on world geography, if you ask her

 nicely. Purr. (BOOM!). Meow. (In

 Mid) I've had it. I've had no clue what

 I was talking about in the last fortune.

I think there were inside joke references

 in there. I don't know, I'm losing my

 mind. I hope I don't have heart worms.

Meow.

Sagittarius (November 22 to De-

 cember 21) When Jupiter aligns with

 Mercury, every cat will come to New

 York City and burn down the

 Wistergarden Theater, where "Cats™

 will play "now and forever." We are

 embarrassed. We will get our revenge.

Meow!

Capricorn (December 22 to January 19)

You have no idea what I'm going to do.

I'm going to dance on your head at

 3:15 a.m. tomorrow. Meow.

Aquarius (January 20 to February 18)

Don't even think of giving me Kal-

 Kan™ for dinner tonight. I'll throw

 the whole damn can at you. I don't


You'll be damned eternally for feeding

 me such garbage.

Pieces (February 19 to March 20) Two

 words: Parakeet dinner.

M*A*S*H

S R O L J G D A X V S P N K I
S E S R U N H F C A X V S Q O
L J L T H U E C A X V T R P
N L J R R G N H F D B Y X V T
R P S A A N R M K I G E F D
B Z D P X H I I E W S U T A R
B A Q P I O C E L T N T L T J
R L E E I L U G I K T F N H D
K N A R F C T O C S B O N E P
A Y X K O W V O S T O R P T R
P O E Y E K W A H N L R K J I

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in

 all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.

Blake
Charles
Father
Frank
Hawkeye
Hot Lips
Hunicutt
Hungr
Korea
Kosie
Nurses
Pensacola
Trapper
Teres
Tommy
Potter
Finally, you won't mind being carded.

Now when you use your Visa card, you'll save big at these places.
Ok lady. I'm in trouble. I've got nothing to do for a few hours (or days). Here we go.
-JJOD'S

Ma, (AIX +170)
I'm SO very glad that you are talking again. The Internet Phone Utility is nowhere as nice as chatting with you in person. I'm happy that I was able to be there when you got —I hope you enjoyed this weekend as much as I did. Thanks for calming me down before I was going to kill everyone in my department.
-xoxo
John

Joan, (AIX +170)
Congrats! I’m so happy for you. I hope you get everything you expect from AIX; they’re a great bunch of girls. When you finally catch up on your sleep, we can have a lot of fun. Like I said, form the beginning, pledging is the best time of your life you never want to repeat!
-Love, Tim

Eric, You dumb f***! Eh, I love ya anyway!
-xoxo Cheetarak

Ceylon and Kristen
Thanks for everything you did for us!
-xoxo Trippy

The Wrecking Crew
The top 10 Reasons for pledging Alpha Iota Chi!
-xoxo Cheetarak

Louren
Craw Bar! Soon!
-xoxo, Ma, Ps M

Congrats to the new Brothers of Theta Xi! I'm so glad you guys are in! Now there's just one more Theta Xi to party with!
-xoxo Cheetarak (AIX)

Suamong
You can finally say that you live with a sister. I love you!
-xoxo, Ma, Ps M

To my tree,
Go tree! I love my tree!
-xoxo, Ma, Ps M

The Wrecking Crew
We did it! IluvU guys! I couldn't have asked for a better pledge class to become a sister with!
-xoxo Cheetarak (AIX)

To my tree.

I'm so happy for you.
-xoxo, Ma, Ps M

Eric, (AIX)
I'm glad you're in. I hope you feel better. But, if you ever get that drunk again, you might have problems getting me to help you. Just kidding.Anytime if it's alright with Joan.

Tim

AIX Pledge Class
I helped you, now you have to help me, ask me kau.
- Tim (TXO GM 67)

Theta Xi Mu Class YOU ALL STILL SUCK!
Thomas Brock, Waxkamm + John Tektarak, D'Sulliven

Adam, you are purrrrrfectly adorable! Core for some cutie?
-xoxo, Cheetarak

Tablet Xi Nu Class YOU ALL STILL SUCK!

To all the sisters of AIX
I couldn't be any prouder to be a part of you! I love you all!
-xoxo, Mo, Ps M AKA Cheetarak, AKA Trippy

Dawaner,
I'm so happy you were there on Saturday! Heard you had fun!
-xoxo, Cheetarak

Hi John,
Thank you so much for everything! You have been so sweet to me! I love my letters! Thanks for helping me survive through pledging!
-xoxo, Mo

Tim and John (TXO)
You can talk now! IluvU guys for doing that!
-xoxo, Cheetarak

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"But when you walk..." — John J. O'Sullivan (TXO)

Little Little Marissa (AIX)
IluvU! Congrats! I am very proud of all of your hard work!
-Love, Big By Louren (AIX)

Little Lisa (AIX)
IluvU! Congrats! You did an awesome job!
-Love, Big Louren (AIX)

KC (AIX)
Craw Bar with the Craws and Friends is a fun Wed-night hobby.
-Love, Louren (AIX)

Happy Rocks are cool!
Alpha Iota Chi: Simply the Best!
Ceylon and Kristen (AIX)
I am very proud of you girls! You girls taught the Ps Class that AIX is SIMPLY THE BEST!
-Love, Louren S (AIX)

Cobb (AIX)
TALKING PENGUINS are CDD!
-Love, the other Louren
(AIX)

Ps Class (AIX)
I love you girls! I am very proud of all my new sisters!
-Love, Louren S (AIX)

Kenn, Skerry, Marisa, Her Apt. is SWELL!
-Love, Louren (AIX)

J.JOD'S (TXO)
That's all folks!
-Louren S (AIX)
(I don't know if Walt would approve of that)

Walt is rich and dead. Don't think he'd much too much. :-)
-JJOD'S

Michele,
Sorry I wasn't a good roommate for the past five weeks. I really tried to keep everything looking decent. Thanks for putting up with me!
-Joan (AIX +170)

Gna,
You're the best friend I've got. You're awesome. Thanks for all of your love and support. It really helped a lot. IluvU!
-Joan (AIX +170)

Melissa (AIX)
Hey Big, you're awesome! You've done so much. I can't thank you enough. I love you!
-Love, Little John (AIX +170)

Kerrie (AIX)
I'm so happy for you. I knew you could do it!
-Love, Irene (DIXI)

Happy Birthday Queen! I love you to the moon!

Lara
You better keep going to Psych-Letry class QO-OI.

Joanne,
I'm going to steal your snowboard. I love you!
-Marisa

Jon
We must go to our workman's bar soon. Tequila double, no lemon no salt!
-Marisa

My Anna Bonarino,
$@# +170! Long time short time, you better work!
-Lara, Lolo

So much for Ricky Tuesdays. Oh well, it was nice to linger a bit longer in bed. Besides, your meaning and purring kept me rather content to sit around. R Can't wait to lay up your bed again. Mean (BDDOM)

Scruffy the catophile + his stomach
Thursday, Nov. 14 Snow Goose Party 2.50 bottles & Giveaways
Thur. Nov. 21 Molson Ice Party 2.50 bottles & giveaways
Fri. Nov. 22 10th Annual Top 50 Countdown CD and Concert ticket Giveaway
Classifieds...

• Child Care Wanted •

Sitter needed for three month old infant, 1 - 5 PM, 2-3 days per week in a residence near MSU. Responsible, non-smoker, early childhood education major preferred. Mid Dec. thru end of January. Call 509-2521.


Three Verona neighbors with children from 6 months to 4 years seeking babysitter. Flexible hours including occasional evenings. Have own transportation. Only apply if you love kids. (201) 857-7284.

• Help Wanted •


• For Sale •

Word Processing. Term papers, Dissertations, Resumes, etc. Rush jobs accepted. No assignment too big or too small. Word processing in French also available. Laser printing. 201-661-5085. Available 7 days. Reasonable.

Notebook computer. 486 SX 25 processor. 8 meg ram. 120 meg hard drive. Fax/modem. Mono display. $599. Call Mike C. at 744-1674.

• Spring Break •

Spring Break '97! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. Earn free trips & cash. Call 1-800-700-0790.

To place a Classified Ad please call the Advertising Dept. at 655-5237. The cost per insertion is $10 for up to 30 words.
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

Today there seems to be an investment expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But just how qualified are all these experts? Peace of mind about your future comes from solid planning. From investments and services designed and managed with your needs and retirement security specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD A REWARDING RETIREMENT.

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals who have only you and your future in mind. So you’re treated as the unique person you are, with special needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an understanding, comfortable relationship.

With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg — from TIAA’s guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment opportunities of CREF’s seven variable annuity accounts.

And we’re nonprofit, so our expense charges are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund industries.* That means more of your money is where it should be — working for you.

TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension system in the world, based on assets under management — managing more than $150 billion in assets for more than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF: THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

It’s tough to wade through all the “advice” to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the education and research community, your best choice is simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to more than spare change.

For more information about how TIAA-CREF can help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
Men’s Basketball warms up for the season

by Jeff Ehrlich

The 1996-97 MSU men’s basketball team begins its campaign on November 22nd at the Western Maryland Tournament. The Redhawks hope to improve on their 9-15 record from a year ago, a season in which they finished ninth in the New Jersey Athletic Conference.

According to six-year head coach Nick Deltufo, the goals for the upcoming season are to, “Finish in the top four in the NJAC, to win the conference tournament, and to make the NCAA tournament and do well.” With four starters returning from last year, Deltufo feels that they are realistic expectations.

Rohan Sutherland (Miami, FL) is listed as one of Coach Deltufo’s top three athletes. “Rohan is an outstanding shooter who can handle the ball well. He has the ability to carry an entire team, as he did last year when he carried us on his back throughout most of the season. He earned All-Metropolitan second team honors last season, and should continue to produce big numbers in his senior year,” the coach confidently states. Sutherland averaged a team high 16.5 points per game last year and shot 43.5% from the field. He also averaged 29.7 minutes, 3.7 rebounds, 1.4 assists, 1 steal, and 2.2 turnovers per game.

“Greg Fowler (Plainfield), a red shirt last year due to a wrist injury, was a first-team All-Conference selection as a junior in 1994-95. He will be playing his fourth and final season this year and should become the next 1000-point scorer in school history. He brings us experience, leadership, and the ability to score with anyone,” said the coach about his 6’2 guard.

About sophomore guard B.J. Reilly (Middlesex), Deltufo said, “He is the prototype point guard who makes everyone on his team better. He can also score and is a very solid defender. He took last season off and his return this year will make us a much better team.”

The team consists of three seniors; Sutherland, Fowler, and Alljare Earl (Hackensack). Three juniors; 6’6 forward Felix Alica (Perth Amboy), 6’3 forward Patrick Precioso (Carteret), and 6’7 forward Raheem Rex (Atlantic City). The other ten players are made up of nine sophomores and just one freshman.

“We have a very experienced team with many different scoring threats. We will be hard to defend because of all our options and our depth at many positions. I am very excited about the team we have. This 1996-97 team looks to have the character, motivation, and the drive to be successful. I feel good, not only about myself, but a lot of things, and I think we can have a successful year. I am going to push this experienced team to the limit,” proclaimed the coach.

The 1996-97 MSU men’s basketball team begins their campaign on November 23 at the Eastern Connecticut Tip-Off Tournament, are “To remain one of the top four in the NJAC, to win the conference tournament and do make the NCAA Tournament.”

Women’s Basketball, reaching for their goals

by Christopher Lepre

As Gloria Bradley heads into her fourth year as head coach of the women’s basketball team she is excited, experienced, and looking forward to a very successful season. Her goals for this season, which begins on November 23 at the Eastern Connecticut Tip-Off Tournament, are “To remain one of the top four teams in the conference, which is where we’ve been for the last four seasons. As always, we’d like to make it to the NCAA Tournament.”

Coach Bradley does not yet have a starting lineup, but instead has many combinations of lineups that she could choose from. The team is very deep, therefore it depends on who is the hot player. Most will agree that there is a big advantage having a squad like that.

Captain Lisa Villalta (Harrison) is one of the top players on the team. “She brings experience, leadership, and plays great defense which translates into easy baskets on offense,” said Bradley. Villalta is psyched for this season which begins on November 23 at the Eastern Connecticut Tip-Off Tournament, are “To remain one of the top four teams in the conference, which is where we’ve been for the last four seasons. As always, we’d like to make it to the NCAA Tournament.”

Women’s Basketball, reaching for their goals

Sophomore guard B.J. Reilly

Coach Chesney ponders his game plan

Congrats to Coach Chesney

by Jeff Ehrlich

The Montclarion and the rest of the student body would like to congratulate head soccer coach Rob Chesney on his being named the Director of Soccer Operations/Full-Time Head Soccer Coach.

Chesney, who was the part-time men’s soccer coach, received his Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration and a masters degree in Sports Administration from MSU. This is his sixth year coaching the men’s soccer team. During these years the Red Hawks have compiled a 79-36-5 record, which makes him the all-time winningest coach in MSU history.

In his new position, as was stated in the press release, Chesney will be, "responsible for the administration and supervision of both men’s and women’s soccer programs while continuing to serve as the men’s soccer head coach. He will coordinate all scheduling related to the soccer programs, manage the Red Hawk Assembly, and perform all duties pertaining to soccer activities at the University."
SOCCER, Cont. from back page
at the mid-fielder position. He also
was the top vote getter at his position.
Goalkeeper Chris Mazurkeiwicz (North
Arlington) was a second team all-
conference selection, as was forward
Marlon Pollard (East Orange) and back
Chris Cifrodella (Belleville). Jim
Gelpke (Hazel) won an honorable
mention award.
During the course of this season, the
team has played like true champions
dedicated to their coach, their sport,
and their school. They have
represented the University with the
highest level of class, pride, and
respect. In their quest for a national
championship they will continue to
do so and prove that they are winners
whether they win zero games, one
game, or all of them.

X-C runner,
"She's Got a
Ticket to Ride"
by Christopher Lepre
Junior cross country runner Cathy
Grovenor (Keamy) finished seventh in the Mid-
East Regionals this weekend, with a time
of 19:46.31. This performance in the 5000m
race qualifies her for the NCAA tournament,
the first time she has done this in her brief
career at MSU.
Last year, Grovenor competed in the
3000m, where she finished fourth at the indoor
championships and third in the nation in the
outdoor championships in this event. These
performances propelled her to all-american status
in both seasons. The National Tournament
will be held in Rock Island, IL this weekend.

Fearless Forecasts
TOM TRACE: EX-LEGISLATOR (19-16)
GIANTS +1 1/2 over ARIZONA- Boomner can't throw for 500 yards again.
GREEN BAY +4 over DALLAS- I'll be drunk watching this one!
HOUSTON -3 1/2 over MIAMI - Run Eddie, RUN!
INDIANAPOLIS -6 over JETS- Captain comeback is on the loose.
OHIO STATE -3 1/2 over INDIANA- Paselora, here we come!

JEFF EHRLICH: SCAB TREASURER (1-3)
GIANTS +1 1/2 over ARIZONA- Brown must go, Brown must go!
PITTSBURGH -1 1/2 over JACKSONVILLE- This is for you, Klaven!
JETS +6 over INDIANAPOLIS- I don't know why!
KANSAS CITY -8 1/2 over CHICAGO- Mark Collins, ex-Giant.
ST. LOUIS +3 over CAROLINA- Because they suck.

JEAN-MARIE'S CONSERVATIVE PICKS (19-10)
GREEN BAY +4 over DALLAS- We're going to the Superbowl.
PITTSBURGH -1 1/2 over JACKSONVILLE- Meow.
ARIZONA +1 1/2 over GIANTS- Local teams blow.
NEW ENGLAND -2 1/2 over DENVER- Dole starts at QB.

TIM CASEY: JOAN'S WHIPPING BOY (19-14)
BUFFALO -7 over CINCY- It's no secret I'm a Bilk fan.
DENVER +2 1/2 over PATSIES- Broncos finally play a good team.
INDIANAPOLIS -6 over JETS- AFC East power over NFL joke.
KANSAS CITY -8 1/2 over CHICAGO- I was born in Kansas City, MO.
NEBRASKA -40 1/2 over IOWA STATE- My Mom is from Nebraska.

CHRIS LEPRE: THE ECTOPLASMIC MAN (0-0)
MINNESOTA +6 1/2 over OAKLAND- "By Odin's beard!"
TAMPA BAY +7 over SAN DIEGO- I'll take the points, Baby!
SEATTLE +4 1/2 over DETROIT- I'm a grumpy guy from Seattle.
WASHINGTON +6 over PHILADELPHIA- I like eggs.
BALTIMORE +12 over SAN FRAN- Qoob the raven "Nevermore"

You are invited to:
THE TENTH ANNUAL
THANKSGIVING
SERVICE
An Interfaith Celebration of
Word, Music, Song and Prayer
Hosted by the M S U
Campus Ministry Council
which is the Professional Group of
Campus Ministers and Advisors to the
chartered student religious organizations
of the S.G.A., Inc. Serving in cooperation
with Student Development & Campus Life.
-Dedication of Food Drive collection
-Light reception will follow

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1996
BEGINNING AT 12:15 P.M.
STUDENT CENTER - ROOM 411-414
Football loses third consecutive game, 20-18 at Jersey City

by Jeff Ehrlich

It was a tough loss for the Red Hawks at Jersey City State last Saturday. “They’ve all been tough,” were head coach Rick Giancola’s words following the 20-18 defeat. The Red Hawks’ five losses this season have been by a combined point differential of 14, for an average of 2.8 points per game. There have been five games this year that the MSU defense has held the opposition to under 200 yards of total offense, and only one running back has rushed for over 100 yards against the defense. What causes a team to lose five games when, on paper, they look good? Turnovers do. In Saturday’s 20-18 upset at Jersey City, there were three turnovers that may have directly caused the loss.

The first one occurred on the third play of the game when Jersey City scored a touchdown on a 54 yard interception return, to make the score 7-0.

Then, in the second quarter with the Gothic Knights leading 7-3, the Red Hawks blocked a punt and recovered the ball at Jersey City’s 10 yard line. On the next play, with nine seconds remaining in the half, quarterback Brian Cooney (Guttenberg) threw into the end zone, only to have his pass picked off. The quarter ended with MSU scoring only three points with the strong wind at their backs. They had an opportunity to score at least 10 points.

The third turnover couldn’t have happened at a worse time. In the fourth quarter, the fans on the MSU side of the Thomas M. Gerrity Athletic Complex in Jersey City were alive, cheering loudly and stomping their feet. Maybe it was because it was so cold and windy on the shores of Newark Bay, but probably because MSU was about to take the lead for the first time. The Gothic Knights were leading by a score of 17-15 at the time. The Red Hawks had a first and goal from the one yard line. The anticipation was clearly visible on the Jersey City bench. The anticipation turned sour when the snap was fumbled, and the Red Hawks lost the ball.

There still was plenty of excitement left in the game. Following the fumble at the one yard line, Jersey City was still leading by a score of 17-15. After the Gothic Knights punted against the wind, the Red Hawks were able to move 15 yards in six plays, down to the two yard line. On fourth and goal, the Red Hawks elected to kick a field goal, which was good to give the Red Hawks a one point lead. The coaching staff figured that the defense, as they have all season, would hold the slim lead. There was only 1:32 remaining in the game and following the kickoff, the Gothic Knights would have to go 70-80 yards (depending on the leg of the kicker) against the strong wind to win the game. Jersey City proceeded to march down-field 71 yards on 13 plays. The key play came on a fourth-and-nine at the MSU 33, when Jersey City’s quarterback found an open receiver for a 22 yard gain with 39 seconds left. With just three seconds left, the Gothic Knights kicked a 19 yard field goal to win the game, their first ever triumph against MSU.

“The turnovers were the key for us. This is three games in a row where we’re a matter of a couple plays that make the difference whether we win or lose, we’ve just not been able to do it,” a very solemn Giancola said after the game. When asked to comment on the positives he said, “We were down and we came back. The kids never stopped playing hard. For that I’m always thankful. We were very disappointed coming off the loss versus Trenton [College of New Jersey], I don’t know yet what we’re going to do for next week.” Expect the team to come out fighting this Saturday night at Sprague Field. The 4-5 Red Hawks want desperately to finish the season with a win, and a .500 win percentage. At 7 p.m. Saturday night, the Red Hawks take on the Rowan College Profs in their final game of the season.

Men’s soccer makes NCAA Tournament

by Jeff Ehrlich and C. Lepre

The men’s soccer team finished the regular season with a 13-4-2 overall record and 5-2-2 in the NJAC. This is their best record in four years, and they have secured them their first NCAA tournament bid since 1992.

After making four consecutive NCAA tournament appearances from 1989-92, the Red Hawks made three ECAC appearances over the past three years. In each of the last two seasons, they have lost the championship game. This year, the Red Hawks put together an 11 game unbeaten streak, tallied nine shutouts in the final 15 games, and recorded a 11-2-2 record during that span. This bid marks the third time in the six-year coaching career of Rob Chesney that MSU has made the tournament. Chesney is Montclair’s all-time winningest coach, with 79 victories.

The Red Hawks, ranked fourth in the Metro Region, will travel to number one seeded Richard Stockton on Saturday November 16 at 1 p.m. The Ospreys compiled a 13-2-2 record this season. The winner of that game will play the winner of the game between number two seeded College of New Jersey and the number three seed Rowan College. During the regular season, MSU held Stockton to a scoreless tie in double overtime. The two winners will play each other at 1 p.m. on Sunday November 17. MSU is one of only 32 teams selected for the tournament, out of all 295 Division III schools.

Getting a bid in this tournament is what the men’s soccer team has been shooting for all season. Coach Chesney said in the beginning of the season that he’d like to reach the post-season and win a conference championship. Senior tri-captain Rob McOmish (Montclair) said he will accept nothing short of a national championship.

In All-Conference awards given out earlier this week, McOmish won player of the year in the NJAC. Sebastian DiBello (Dover) was a first team all-conference selection, and the top vote getter at the forward position. Ian Myles (Dover) made first team all-conference selection.

Continued on page 27
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Stat of the Week

Evander Holyfield recaptured the heavyweight championship by scoring a TKO in the 11th round against Mike Tyson last Saturday night in Las Vegas, NV.